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Jupiter and Uranus
Greetings, Family & Friends – As many of you know, we
got married on Friday February 1, 2008, a very auspicious
day in astrology. We picked that day (using a branch of
astrology called electoral astrology) because it was so
lucky -- Venus and Jupiter were making a very harmonious
aspect.

This next couple months we are in the midst of a funfilled and long lasting aspect – Jupiter is sextile to
Uranus.

Who is Affected?
What does it mean?

All of us on Planet Earth
A hilarious & change-filled time

Where is it?
When?
Why?

All over the whole world
March 16, 2008 till June 2, 2008
Transiting Jupiter & Uranus are
making a sextile aspect
which has an effect on us.

This newsletter and the above graph points to a window
of opportunity from March 16 through June 2 when the
planets Jupiter and Uranus are making a connection. This
is called an aspect. See a new page on our website,
http://www.luckyastrology.com/aspects.htm which
defines and explains aspects.
It’s a Biggie! Suffice it to say that this current aspect
is nine times as long lasting as usual, so it’s huge. You have
a choice now to connect in with it on a vibrational level so
as to enjoy its harmonious effects over the next couple
months.
It’s up to you, though! It’s not as if Jupiter/Uranus is
going to grab you and take over your energy or
personality. Instead, you have to choose to ride its
vibrational coattails and set new daily habits based on
what you learn. In fact you’ll have lots of time-2-1/2
months-to identify what new qualities you want to
emphasize and act on!
Sextile or Sex Tile? The Jupiter/Uranus aspect is a
sextile, and no it doesn’t mean we have sex on the tile :) .
A sextile aspect indicates that two planets have a 60
degree angle causing a harmonious type aspect. Each
planet in the sextile has qualities or characteristics
associated with it that make synergistic, harmonious
connections with the other. That’s what we’ll be exploring
here with Jupiter/Uranus.
Jupiter Is the Planet of Expansion. Bring any thought,
activity, trait, or behavior into this vibration and you will

find it morph into something greater than before.
Jupiterian energy is broadminded, optimistic, jovial,
generous, lucky, fond of sports and good at conversation
– expansive in all those ways. Tap into Jupiter’s flow and
you will definitely grow and learn! In fact, Jupiter rules
higher education.
The Main Characteristics of Uranus are
Humanitarianism and Unconventionalism. Two long
words, hey? Yet they aptly describe the friendly,
inventive, magnetic, original, outspoken, progressive,
orphic, reformative, and unusual qualities of this
vibration. Strange, odd, and weird may be other words
that come to mind here and may describe in recent times
inventors (e.g., Howard Hughes) and reformers (e.g.
Eugene Debs). In addition, the Uranian qualities of
friendliness and magnetism fit some people (e.g., FDR)
that have transformed society.
Uranus adds uniqueness and spice to the Jupiterian
humor and since the two are sextile, they are working in
harmony, flowing together, complementing each other. So
the uniqueness of Uranus mixes with the humor of
Jupiter and there could be hilarity and unexpected humor
in the ordinary or odd and extraordinary events of life.
Expanding Our Vision - So when we put together the
Jupiter and Uranus characteristics into a harmonious and
complementary sextile, we can tap into an energy that will
expand or change our perspective. We can move from
being stuck in a rut to developing a new vision for our
lives. For example, perhaps the upcoming elections will
propel some of us into working for a cause we believe in
(Uranus) or towards election of the candidate with the
most expansive vision (Jupiter) for the next four years.
Intuition, hunches or gut feelings can come true at
this time. One way to experiment with intuition and get

enough experience to make it a habit, is to ask ourselves
out loud, “What’s in the mail box?” before we go check.
Our little quiet voice within comes up with answers very
quickly, even before we finish asking the question.
Uranus on the Internet The Uranus sextile influence
could mean participating in humanitarian and green or
solar classes – perhaps using the Internet. Uranus also
has connections with electronics, so the world wide web
is a natural to explore. We sure have a good example of
the Internet’s expansion and use right now. Oprah’s “New
Earth” Class with Eckhart Tolle is about the expansion of
learning (Jupiter) to re-shape people’s thinking and
spiritual focus through the Internet (Uranus).
Time to Giggle! By choosing to follow the Jupiter/Uranus
energy, we can use laughter and humor to change
awkward situations. A serious discussion can bring on
comic relief, or unexpected humor can arise from a turn
of phrase or tangled thought. Different and unusual
situations could strike our funny bone, as could mistakes
and miscues. Where once we would have gotten angry
over something, somehow the same odd behavior by
another now tickles us. We can make that choice!
A Coincidence of Timing? In the field of astrology, we
have an example of a coincidental alignment – the
Jupiter/Uranus aspect is occurring at the same time as
the United Astrology Conference, which is taking place in
May in Denver. What better time to hold astrology (a
Uranus characteristic) classes ( a Jupiter trait). In
addition, Uranus emphasizes truth, facts and
experiments so these classes and discussions could very
well break new ground in astrology, developing interesting
or far out theories and inspiring visions for it.
UFO, Anyone? Because of the strange qualities of
Uranus, we could hear of more UFO sightings at this

time. At least there could be wide interest in space
travel and aliens. And speaking of airy fairy things – it’s
also possible at this time to dream of a new vision for
world freedom -- very Jupiterian and Uranian too.
Some Examples to Use Today. There is so much more
that could be said about the qualities of both these
planets and their synergistic interaction. Each of the
qualities of the planets can be creatively applied in
everyday life as a person sees fit. Take the Uranus word
“reform” and Jupiter “humor.” Today as we go to work, we
can think about how those two words can energize our
day. We can, perhaps, “re-form” our desk/work area, and
put a clown on our file cabinet to remind us to have fun.
Or we can decide to reform (re-shape) our relationship
with a co-worker with a light-hearted but heartfelt
approach to his/her daily strident emails. Each day, we
can use words from the aspect to change our daily habits
and energize our spirit.
Thank you so much for your feedback and comments
on our newsletter in the past. For further information on
this particular aspect - google “Jupiter sextile Uranus”
and “Jupiter trine Uranus”.
Namaste, Davie & JoySee Pfaffle

Visit our website at www.luckyastrology.com and find out
what your lucky Jupiter sign is or email us to find out
what aspects are your strongest ones and how you can
work with them, all for a nominal fee. Both Davie &
JoySee love to get emails, so email us also with your
comments or questions.
You are free to use parts of this newsletter in your publications as long
as you give credit to Davie & JoySee Pfaffle at www.luckyastrology.com.
We’d love to get a copy of them, if you would be so kind as to email them to
us.
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